
Character control in physics simulation is one of 
the long-standing problems in computer graphics. 
Approaches using Deep-reinforcement learning 
has improved the performances of Physics-based 
character control a lot, but still there are many 
challenges.
• It is difficult to learn multiple motor skills.
• When the number of motions increase, overall 

motion quality gets degraded.
• Manually-designed rewards are required.
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We present a physics-based character 
controller based on Conditional generative 
adversarial imitation learning(cGAIL).

The goal of our research is to… 
1. enable characters to learn various motor 

skills from multiple disparate motion clips.
2. change motions following user commands.
3. train a control policy without complex 

reward designs.

• Sample Efficiency
More kinds of motor skills require more 
samples and training times.  

• Motion transition
Lack of transition motion references 
between motor skills.

• Degradation of motion quality
Overall motion quality got degraded when 
the motion space characters should learn 
increases.
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Our discriminator has an auxiliary classifier which 
classifies input motions into several motion 
classes. 
It is intended to predict user intentions from 
given motions.
As our character gradually learns motions in 
detail, our discriminator classifies the type of 
character’s motions well.  

Classification accuracy for 
Agent’s behaviors

Classification accuracy for Real 
data (motion capture)




